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PREFACE 

The work reported herein was conducted by the Arnold Engineering 
Development Center (AEDC),  Air Force Systems Command (AFSC),  at 
the request of the Space and Missile Systems Organization (SAMSO), 
under Program Element 63424F,   System 641A.    The results of the tests 
were obtained by ARO,  Inc.  (a subsidiary of Sverdrup & Parcel and 
Associates.  Inc.),  under ARO Project No.  V42P-24B (VC522).    The 
author of this report was R.  P.  Young,  ARO,   Inc.    Data reduction was 
completed on March 7,   1975,   and the manuscript (ARO Control Number 
ARO-VKF-TR-75-34) was submitted Tor publication on March 24,   1975. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

The ability of an IR sensor to detect a low radiance source in the 
presence of an intense off-axis source is limited, in part, by the energy 
scattered from the sensor primary mirror.    To predict the performance 
for a reflecting telescope, the scattering characteristics of the mirrors 
must be known.    Telescope manufacturers generally measure the scat- 
tering characteristic of the mirrors used in their products.    Different 
telescope manufacturers used different types of scatterometers to make 
scatter measurements, and data reported by one manufacturer has 
sometimes been considerably different from data reported by another 
even though they were testing mirrors of the same manufacturing state 
of the art.    For this reason,  it was decided that a "Round-Robin1' pro- 
gram be conducted to allow comparison of equipment and data reduction 
techniques employed by several telescope manufacturers.    Mirrors of 
differing quality were purchased, and were taken to each participant for 
measurement. 

Those included in this program were:   (1)   Kineywell Radiation 
Center (HRC),  (2)   Aerospace Corporation,  (3)   Rockwell International 
(RI),  (4)   Hughes Aircraft,   Inc.,  (5)   Naval Weapons Center (NWC), 
China Lake,  California.  (6)   Perkin-Elmer Corporation (PE),  and 
(7)   Honeywell Systems and Research Center (HS&RC).    Addresses and 
contacts at these facilities are presented in Table 1. 

2.0 SCATTEROMETERS 

The scatterometers, which are used to make bidirectional reflec- 
tance distribution function (BRDF) measurements at the different facul- 
ties, are described in the following sections. 

2.1    ARNOLD ENGINEERING  DEVELOPMENT CENTER (AEDC) 

The AEDC 10. 6-/u scatterometer (Ref.   1) is presented in Fig.   1. 
The system consisted of a 3-w CO2 laser,   16-Hz chopper, beam attenuator, 
1. 25-cm-diam aperture,  collection telescope with detector,  and an angular 
position readout.    The laser operated single mode (TEMooq) and was 
polarized in the vertical plane.    Beam power distribution was Gaussian, 
and the effective beam diameter at the test mirror was nominally 1 cm 
(1/e power points).    Beam attenuation (T = 2.2 x lO"5) was needed when 

^^IMtjtmijgjjuUgUgjjIg^ 
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I 
a 2. 54-cm focal length lens, telescope barrel,  and a 0. 51- by 0. 43-mm 
HgCdTe detector.   Detector voltage was measured with a lock-in ampli- 
fier.    A 7. 94-mm-diam field stop was placed over the lens to limit the 
collection solid angle to 1. 1 x 10"4 sr.   The radiometer was mounted on 
an arm that pivoted about the front surface of the test mirror.    A two- 
axis gimbal was used to align the radiometer to the test mirror.    Angu- 
lar arm position was measured with a mechanical scale and pointer 
system.    The aperture was positioned too close to the test mirror,  and 
its image was, therefore, formed some distance behind the radiometer. 

The test mirror holder was made of several translation stages.    No 
gimbal motion for the test mirrors was provided.    The test mirror was 
mounted directly to the vertically oriented translation stage.    This stage 
presented a rather large reflective surface when testing small diameter 
mirrors.   There was no hole through the stage to allow the laser beam 
passage; therefore, tests to measure stray radiation from the mirror 
support cannot be performed. 

I    . 

\ 

\ 

2.3    ROCKWELL  INTERNATIONAL  (Rl) 

The RI scatterometer is shown in Fig.  3.    The RI scatterometer 
was normally set up to test large diameter mirrors, and it had not been 
used in quite a long time.   It consisted of a 350-w CO2 laser,  chopper, 
aperture, radiometer,  and indexing head to hold the mirror.    The 
radiometer was mounted to an arm which was rotated with the indexing 
head.    A shimming technique was used to align the radiometer to the 
test mirror; no gimbals were available.    This was normally acceptable 
because the radiometer had a relatively large field of view (approxi- 
mately 4 deg).    Radiometer output was measured with a lock-in ampli- 
fier,  and radiometer angle was measured from the angle scale on the 
indexing head.    The radiometer had a 4. 76-mm entrance aperture, re- 
lay optics,  and a cryogenically cooled detector.    Its collection solid 
angle was nominally 8 x 10"^ sr when placed 63. 5 cm from the test 
mirror. 

During early tests, it was determined that the large diameter of the 
laser beam, in conjunction with the large field of view of the radiometer, 
did not permit measurement of the small diameter Round-Robin mirrors. 
Radiation from the mirror holder and mirror edge was greater than that 
from the mirror surface.    (This problem does not exist when testing 
larger mirrors.)   The 350-w CO2 laser was replaced by a 6-w CO2 
laser which had a smaller beam diameter.    It was also placed much 
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diagram of the Hughes scatterometer (Fig.  5).    Mirror M-2 was placed 
into the optical path for scatter measurements using the CO2 laser. 
The HeNe laser was used for system alignment (mirror M-2 removed). 

Aperture AP-1, just in front of the toroidal mirror (M-3), was 
12. 5 mm in diameter.    The laser beam was focused by the 29-cm focal 
length toroidal mirror, through aperture AP-2 (5-mm diam),  and ex- 
panded to the 20-cm-diam,  152-cm focal length spherical mirror (M-4) 
The beam converged to the test mirror and focused onto scanning de- 
tector D-l (HgCdTe, 2 by 2 mm square).   No collection optics wire 
used.    The detector was mounted on an arm that pivoted about the front 
surface of the test mirror.    Angle measurements were made from a 
scale on the indexing head turntable.    Collection solid angle depended 
on the focal length of the test mirror.    Collection solid angles for the 
flat and 64-cm focal length mirrors were 1. 6 x lO"5 and 4.4 x 10~5 sr 
respectively. ' 

Detector D-2 was used to monitor laser power reflected from the 
chopper.    Output from both detectors was measured with lock-in ampli- 
fiers.    The scanning detector output was ratioed to the laser power 
monitor, and the ratio voltage was measured with a DVM. 

The test mirror mount was designed to minimize the area viewed 
by the detector.    A rod,  attached to the back of the test mirror, was 
held m a small clamp,  centering the mirror in the illuminated area 
The mirror mount was easily removed,  allowing the scanning detector 
to be swung 180 deg from its normal position.    In this position,  stray 
radiation measurements could be made so that minimum measurable 
BRDF data could be calculated.    Beam diameter at the test mirror 
location was nominally 15 mm. 

2.6    NAVAL WEAPONS CENTER  (NWC) OPTICAL  EVALUATION  FACILITY 

The NWC Optical Evaluation Facility (Fig.  6) was designed to mea- 
sure total scatter and BRDF from mirror surfaces up to 40 cm in diam- 
eter.    Details of the system are presented in Refs. 2 and 3.    Measure- 
ments can be made at discrete wavelengths between 0. 3507 Mm and 
nil6 f,m-   S^eral lasers are required to cover this wavelength interval. 
Only the CO2 and Krypton lasers were used for the Round-Robin measure- 
ments.    The laser to be used was selected by a sliding aperture and fixed 
mirror assembly, which is diagramatically represented as a rotating 
mirror (M-2) in Fig.  6.    The 81-cm focal length mirror (M-7    Fig   6) 

II 
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converged the CO2 laser beam, reducing the beam diameter at the test 
mirror. 

Several apertures,  not described in Refs.   2 and 3.   were in the 
system at the time of the Round-Robin measurements.    One was located 
at the CO2 laser (AP-1,  6-mm diam), one was placed just before the 
Coblentz coUector (AP-2,  2. 69-mm diam),  and one was placed in front 
of the test mirror (AP-3, 4. 95-mm diam).    The specularly reflected 
beam from the test mirror did not pass through aperture AP-2. 

Several detectors were used for the measurements.    Total scattered 
energy was coUected by the Coblentz sphere and focused on Detector D-l 
Detector D-2 measured the energy reflected from the test mirror and 
was used for reflectivity measurements.    Detector D-3 was used to moni- 
tor laser output power, and Detector D-4 was used to measure energy for 
BRDF calculations.   Detector D-4 was mounted on an arm which pivoted 
about the test mirror surface,  at a distance of 9. 8 cm.    The scanning 
detector (D-4) was a 2 by 0. 5-mm pyroelectric, with no collection optics 
Collection solid angle was 1. 16 x 10~4 sr. 

All of the detector voltages were measured with lock-in amplifiers 
The total scatter detector (D-l) and the scanning detector (D-4) voltages 
were ratioed to the laser monitor detector (D-3) voltage.    The ratio 
voltage was measured with a DVM. 

The test mirror was mounted on a Leitz optical dividing head, whose 
axis was accurately aligned with that of the system.    Mirrors were posi- 
tioned relative to the Coblentz sphere using a fiber optics positioning de- 
vice.    The dividing head could be translated along the optical axis,  away 
from the Coblentz sphere, so that Detector D-4 could be rotated 180-deg 
for stray radiation measurements. 

2.7    HONEYWELL SYSTEMS AND RESEARCH CENTER  (HS&RC) 

The HS&RC scatterometer is presented in Fig.   7.    It consists of 
a 5-w CO2 laser.   141-Hz chopper,  and radiometer.    The radiometer 
was made using a 42-cm focal length,  10-cm-diam, spherical mirror 
and a 3. 2-mm square HgCdTe detector.    The detector was positioned 
at the collecting mirror focal length.    The detector holder was designed 
to allow for CaF2 attenuators to be stacked in front of the detector     A 
folding mirror (not shown in Fig. 2), located just behind aperture AP-2 
folded the beam up to the detector.   This was required because the 
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detector dewar had to be mounted vertically.   Detector voltage was 
measured with a lock-in amplifier.    The radiometer assembly was 
mounted on an arm that pivoted about the front surface of the test 
mirror.    Angular arm position was measured with a mechanical scale 
and pointer system. 

Test mirrors were mounted on a two-axis gimbal that could be 
translated horizontally and vertically.    The hole in the mirror mount- 
ing hardware was not large enough to allow for stray radiation mea- 
surements of the mirror holder assembly. 

Two apertures were installed in the scatterometer for the first 
mirror BRDF measurement.    A third aperture was added later. 
Aperture AP-2 was positioned about 11 cm in front of the detector, 
just in front of the detector folding mirror.   This aperture was nomi- 
nally 4-mm in diameter.     The second aperture was the exit hole of 
the chopper enclosure.    It was nominally 13 mm in diameter and was 
about 61 cm from the test mirror.    This was an unfortunate location 
for mirror scatter measurements for the Round-Robin mirrors.    Stray 
radiation emitted from the chopper enclosure aperture would not be 
converging after it reflected from the test mirrors.    This radiation 
would be directeu to the detector along with the scattered radiation 
from the test mirror surface, for the near specular BRDF measure- 
ments. 

A third aperture was added to the system after the first mirror 
measurement was made.   This aperture was nominally 13-mm in diam- 
eter and was placed on the 10-cm-diam collecting mirror holder.    This 
reduced the radiometer angular movement required to block the specular 
reflection from the test mirror surface.    Only a small reduction of de- 
tector signal resulted from the reduction of collecting mirror area be- 
cause the radiometer was focused at infinity and it was viewing a small 
diameter source. 

2.8    PERKIN-ELMER  (P-E) 

The Perkin-Elmer scatterometer is shown in Fig.  8.    A 4-w CO2 
laser (3-mm beam diam) was used as the radiation source.    The CO2 
beam passed through a 6.4-mm-diam aperture (AF-1) and the chopper 
(4320 Hz) before it was focused by the 12. 7-cm focal length toroidal 
mirror (M-l) at the plane of aperture AP-2 (1, 5-mm diam).   The holes 
in the chopper disc were only 4. 8-mm in diameter,  and at the 45-deg 
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chopper angle, the holes represented an elliptical aperture of 4 8 by 3 4 
mm to the laser beam.   The expanding beam then passed through aper- 
tures AP-3 (3. 2-mm diam) and AP-4 (13-mm diam).   The beam con- 
verging mirror (M-2) was placed at a distance slightly less than its 
radius of curvature (100 cm) from aperture AP-2, directing a conver- 
gent beam onto the mirror under test.   The beam profile at the test 
mirror was elliptical, with a maximum diameter of about 10 mm. 

An HgCdTe detector,  cooled to 77 K, measured the level of scattered 
radiation.   A small mirror (M-3) folded the scattered energy onto the 
2-mm square detector.   The detector, mirror M-3, and a preamplifier 
(Gam = 100) were mounted on an arm whose axis of rotation was in the 
plane of the test mirror surface.    Angle measurements were made from 
a scale scribed on the indexing head, onto which the radiometer arm 
was mounted.    Collection solid angle of the detector depended on the 
focal length of the test mirror.    CoUection solid angle for the flat and 
64-cm focal length mirrors were nominally 6. 5 x lO"5 and 9 x lO-5 sr 
respectively. ' 

Test mirrors were attached to a rod support by a 1/4-20 stud     The 
rod was then held by a support structure which would be adjusted so that 
the mirror was centered in the C02 beam.    The mirror mount was easily 
removed, allowing the scanning detector to be swung 180 deg from its 
normal position.    In this configuration, stray radiation measurements 
could be calculated.    The detector was rotated 90 deg in its mount   and 
mirror M-3 was removed for the stray radiation measurements    ' 

3.0 TEST MIRRORS 

Sixteen mirrors were used for the Round-Robin program     All the 
mirrors were nominally 2 in.  in diameter and 1 in. thick     A* 1/4-20 NC 
threaded hole was provided in the center of the rear surface for mount- 
ing     Fifteen of the mirrors had a nominal 25-in.  focal length (positive) 
and one was flat.    The mirrorswere divided into three groups- those 
made of beryllium,  glass,  and nickel plated aluminum.    The letter in 
the mirror serial number designates the mirror base material (i e 
B-berylhum.  G-glass.  A-nickel plated aluminum).    There were three 
beryllium mirrors (B-l. B-2.  and B-3). three glass mirrors (G-l. 
G-2,   and G-3),  and 10 nickel-plated,  aluminum mirrors (A-2    and A-5 
through A-13)     Serial number A-13 was a flat.    All the nickel plated 
mirrors were    super polished" to have a very low scattering surface 
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4.0 TROUBLE SHOOTING GUIDE 

The major problem encountered in trying to make BRDF measure- 
ments with "super polished" mirrors is multiple reflections of stray 
radiation from hardware associated with the scatterometer.   Stray 
radiation can be classed as laser energy reflected from:   (1)   the 
mirror holding fixture,  (2)   the rolled edge of the mirror,  and (3)   the 
radiometer housing.    Laser beam spread is also a source of unwanted 
radiation when testing flat mirrors.    The following paragraphs illus- 
trate tests which can be performed to determine if BRDF measure- 
ments are being influenced by these sources of unwanted energy. 

■-- 

I    ; 

', 

4.1    REFLECTIONS FROM MIRROR  HOLDING   FIXTURE 

Lasers operating in the TEMooq mode have a Gaussian beam pro- 
file.   In this mode, most of the energy in the beam is contained in a 
relatively small diameter, usually defined by the 1/e power points. 
However,  a transverse scan made through the laser beam reveals' 
that some energy is present even at large distances from the central 
beam.    This energy can be a source of detector signal in a scatterom- 
eter because it can reflect from the mirror holding fixture, back toward 
the radiometer (Fig.  9a).    A simple test to determine if mirror holder 
reflections are present is to perform a scatter measurement without a 
test mirror in place.    A hole, smaller than the test mirrors, must be 
provided in the mirror holder assembly to allow the main laser beam 
passage.    A trap must be provided to capture the main laser beam.   It 
should be located as far as possible behind the mirror holder.   System 
BRDF can be calculated from the radiometer signal.    This BRDF repre- 
sents a lower system BRDF measurement capability. 

4.2    MIRROR  EDGE ROLLOFF 

Most mirrors tested have a roUed edge of some radius, as shown 
in Fig.  9b.    Laser energy, as discussed in Section 4. 1, reflects from 
this edge« in directions other than that of the main beam and can be 
intercepted by the system radiometer.    This problem can be evaluated 
by making a mirror BRDF measurement at a given angle, then repeat- 
ing the measurement with an aperture (Fig.  9b) placed over the edge of 
the mirror.    If the radiometer signal increases or decreases when the 
aperture is placed over the mirror, there is a good probability that the 
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^rtLBXoT:4rments are in error be-use of ^ -^on 

4.3    SPECULAR BEAM  REFLECTION  FROM RADIOMETER  HOLDER 

multfplTreneiulns Tvt* ^If** ^ ^ SySteni -diometer by 
^   9c)     EntT . /+       i^^ ^^ fr0m the ^^^eter holder 
^ig.  ych    Energy hitting the radiometer holder, reflects to th* 

mirror, ^a^lL ^oS^h^J^^^ beam fr0m the test 

termining if energy from ^1    ^^^^^^eter,  is helpful in de- 

eter.    If fhe detecTor s^gn^ ee^sVh^^ by the radi°™- 
stray radiation from the radio^f^? ^hen.the mirror ^ inserted, 
best solution is to Tedesi^he raH + ^^ Pr0bably a Problem-    The 
reflected beam ^ZtlT^^™^*0 ^ ^ ^^ 
the vicinity of the scatterometer %  0r anythinS G1

^ & 

' 

4.4    LASER BEAM SPREAD 

n^ÄÄ^ÄÄ trOUbI— *e„ testing flat 
minimum BRSJ „.„^1^ « mK

e.f.urem™ts »* ^mall angles.   The 

a BRDF measuremrnrw^re ^«1?^^^^ ^ ^^^ 

that can be measured u^oZZÜZT^"^5 the minilnum »«» 
the last aperture in the system     g ^ radiometer - longer views 

5.0 DATA REDUCTION 

5.1     INCIDENT POWER METHOD 

^^^jTi^t^^ 'T11061106 0f —^ S-^red 
tion (BRDF).    it is de^d as thf ^ .T^ reflectance distribution func- 

tered energy to incident en^^ 0f the rati0 0f Scat- 
angular su^ense normi^S ^ iZZ^JU^T 0f '^ 
projected surface area viewed     F^ ! aking into account the 
can be expressed as ^^ n0rmaI incidence. the BRDF 
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(1) 

If the incident and scatter energy (Pi and Ps) are measured with the 
same radiometer, the BRDF can be expressed in terms of the radiom- 
eter output: 

BRDF v:n (2) 

If the incident energy is determined by measuring the specularly re- 
flected beam from the test mirror and attenuators are placed in the 
incident beam during the measurement, Eq.  (2) then takes the form: 

BRDF M Q (3) 

The bracketed term represents the incident power measurement.   Equa- 
tion (3) has been used at AEDC for BRDF measurements when the appa- 
ratus is mounted within an inaccessible enclosure. 

A slightly different approach to BRDF measurements has been 
taken at Rockwell International.    A power meter is used to measure 
incident enel-gy (P^) and a radiometer to measure scattered energy (Ps). 
It is then necessary to calibrate the radiometer against the power 
meter.    Calibration is accomplished by expanding the CO2 laser beam 
with a positive lens.    The power meter is placed as far from the lens 
as possible and still have an acceptable scale reading.    The radiometer 
is placed farther from the lens,  at a distance such that the maximum 
radiometer output is obtained.    Based on this radiometer calibration, 
BRDF can be calculated as: 

BRDF 
K Vs D^ 

P; cos e (4) 

where Vs is measured with the radiometer.  Pi is measured with the 
power meter,  and D is the distance (cm) from the radiometer to the test 
mirror.   The radiometer sensitivity (K) is expressed in w/cm2 volt as 
determined in the above calibration.   It should be noted that the above 
calibration assumes a uniform irradiance at the power meter and 
radiometer during calibration.    This assumption can be invalid because 
the laser beam being expanded has a Gaussian profile and the power 
meter has a much larger collection solid angle than does the radiometer. 
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5.2    DIFFUSE  REFLECTOR  METHOD 

Mirror BRDF was defined in the previous section (5. 1) by Eq.  (1). 
The basic difference in the two subsequent equations was the method 
used to measure the incident power on the test mirror.    Another 
method of measuring the incident power on the test mirror, without 
using attenuators, is to measure the radiometer signal from the radi- 
ation reflected from a diffuse (Lambertian) reflector.    The radiometer 
signal at near normal incidence would be: 

VD   = 
PD 

Q R 
(5) 

or 

P:   = 
vD„ 

1       Ü R p0 

The scattered power from a test mirror could be expressed as 

P   .^L 
s R 

Substituting Eqs.  (6) and (7) into Eq.   (2) gives: 

(6) 

(7) 

BRDF sPD 
)7   Vr,   COS 0 (8) 

The problem becomes one of finding a diffuse reflector with a 
known reflectivity and Lambertian distribution of the reflected energy. 
At AEDC, the diffuser is made by spraying Nextel® 101-CIO velvet 
paint onto the flat side of an aluminum cylinder.   After the paint is 
thoroughly dried, gold is deposited over the paint in a vacuum evapo- 
rator.   Reflectivity of the finished diffuser was measured to 2. 5 Mm 
using a DK-2A spectrometer.    It was assumec that the reflectivity at 
10. 6 ium was about the same as at 2. 5 /um, sin^e the reflecting surface 
was gold.    Angular distribution of reflected energy was measured with 
the AEDC scatterometer. 

6.0 RESULTS 

All of the BRDF data presented in this report were calculated using 
the diffuse reflector method presented in Section 5. 2.    The AEDC dif- 
fuser was used for all measurements.    If a faculty normally uses a 
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i different method for data reduction, the percent deviation resulting from 
use of their method is presented.    Results are presented in two forms. 
The first is a graphical presentation of BRDF versus angle as measured 
at the participating facilities.   Data presented in this form was limited 
to mirrors that were measured at three or more facilities. 

Results of BRDF measurements made at each facility are also pre- 
sented in a tabular format.   Tabulated results are presented for all 
mirrors measured at each facility.    The table for each facility includes 
the mirror number, the number of BRDF measurements made at differ- 
ent angular positions for each mirror (number of data points),  and the 
average percent deviation.    Average percent deviation was calculated 
for each mirror by summing the percent deviation at each angular mea- 
surement,  and dividing by the number of BRDF measurements.    Percent 
deviation was calculated by subtracting the BRDF value measured at 
each participating facility from the AEDC value, divided by the AEDC 
value,  and multiplying this value by 100 percent.    AEDC BRDF data 
were obtained by a curve fit drawn through the August 20,  1974, 
scatter measurements.    At the bottom of each table is the average 
deviation for all the mirrors measured at each facility.   It is the sum 
of the average deviation for all of the mirrors, divided by the number of 
mirrors evaluated. 

P: 

6.1     HONEYWELL RADIATION CENTER (HRC) 

Results of the HRC,  BRDF measurements for mirrors B-l, B-2, 
B-3, A-5,  A-6, A-8,  and A-9 are presented in Figs.   10 through 16. 
The HRC,  BRDF data show approximately the same angular dependence 
as the AEDC BRDF data.    Comparison of HRC and AEDC measurements 
on 14 mirrors are presented in Table 2.    The highest HRC BRDF data 
was 67 percent above the AEDC data (mirror G-2).    The lowest HRC 
BRDF data was -15 percent below the AEDC values (mirror A-7). 
There was no significant difference in the percent deviation between the 
HRC and AEDC data for the different quality mirrors.    Average deviation 
between the HRC and AEDC data for all the mirrors was only 24 percent. 
Some data included in Figs.  13 through 16 and in Table 2 were very close 
to the minimum BRDF measurement capability of both the AEDC and HRC 
scatterometers.    Detector noise and maximum laser power limit both 
systems to nominally 10"° sr 
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6.2    ROCKWELL  INTERNATIONAL (Rj) 

AEDC data (mirror B-2)^d fhlT       f       WaS 104 PerCent above th* 
data (Table 3)     This -3 almost . ff3' T 41 percent bel^ the AEDC 
measurements.    Da^V r^^^ AEDC 
close to the minimum measurable BRDF for th! lit H    ^ V** 
(approximately 10-5 sr-l)     » ar<„0 

the RI scatterometer 
nf RRmr .       ai     >'    -L'arge mcreases and decrea^Q 4« +v,Q ,   n 
ot BRDF appear in the data for mirror R 9 00 +u 

uecr
i
eases in the value 

increased (Fie    11)     Th. ^       mir
n
ror B-2 as the angle from specular 

Th^RirV he lower values are very near the APnr^i The RI data presented for mirrors B-l (Wiv    tm     lit 7 values. 
approximately the same angular dependencf a   tL^AEDC H^V ^ ShOW 

mirrors.    Average deviation betwee'n the RI Sd AEDC BRD^d T T** 
the three mirrors was only 20 percent. a for 

Mirror BRDF was calculated usine the AFnr AIM 
Mirror BRDF is normally calculated af RT h   .? f

J
USer method- 

presented in Section 5. 1 oftisr^UEa    U^ T^* ^^ method 

lated using this method and Eq    nTwoid ha!   ^    ^^ BRDF Calcu- 
Mgher than that calculated X^Zt^^Zl* P— 

6.3    AEROSPACE CORPORATION 

Aerospace BRDF data for six mirrors mi    u 0   n  o     . 
and A-9) are presented in Figs    loTrou/h n    ' ^' B"3'  A"5' A"8' 
Aerospace BRDF data ^hn,.,* through 13 and Figs.   15 and 16. 

ence as ^SÄ^ta ^tl^ ^ ^ ^^ de^- 
BRDF for mirror A-9 appear; toV'^T011 0f that f0r mirror A-9. 
from specular.    This characters'  ndependent of ^ beyond 1. 8 deg 
contaminated with a large „uLberof ? ^^ ^ mirr0rS that bec^e 
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BRDF data were 74 percent above the AEDC data, and the lowest Aero- 
space data were 39 percent below the AEDC data.    There was no partic- 
ular difference between the percentage deviation between the different 
quality of mirror tested.    Average deviation between the Aerospace and 
AEDC BRDF data for all the mirrors (except A-9) was nominally 30 per- 
cent. 

Mirror BRDF at Aerospace is calculated using the diffuse reflec- 
tion method.    Aerospace is currently using a KC1 diffuser,  made by 
pressing KC1 powder into a cup-shaped container.    The radiometer 
signal from the AEDC diffuser averaged about 30 percent higher than 
that from the KC1 diffuser; therefore, BRDF data based on the KC1 
diffuser would be about 30 percent higher than the data presented. 

Part of the 30-percent discrepancy was probably due to nonrepeata- 
bility of the radiometer signals as measured from the diffuse reflectors. 
Radiometer signals recorded when using the KC1 diffuser varied as 
much as 47 percent from one run to another. Not enough data was taken 
to get a good average radiometer signal from each diffuser because time 
was not available. \ 

No large variations in total laser power were observed during times 
when there were significant changes in the scanning detector output 
(detector viewing diffuser).    This indicates that the CO2 laser may have 
been changing modes.    The detector image was almost the same size as 
the laser beam (at the test mirror location) when the laser was operating 
in the TEMooq mode.    If the laser changed to another operating mode, 
the beam diameter at the test mirror would increase.    Detector output 
would then decrease because energy outside the detector image could not 
image onto the detector. 

I i 

\ 

% 

ÜÜ 

6.4    HUGHES AIRCRAFT 

Results of Hughes BRDF measurements for mirrors B-l, B-2, A-5, 
A-6,  andA-13 are presented in Figs.   10,   11,   13,  14,  and 17, respectively. 
Hughes BRDF data have nominally the same angular dependence as the 
AEDC BRDF data.   The BRDF value plotted at 6 deg for mirror A-13 
appears to be high.   This mirror had not been cleaned after being used for 
BRDF measurements at other facilities,  and it is believed that its surface 
had been contaminated.    Time was not available to clean and re-measure 
the BRDF of the mirror. 
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6.5    NAVAL WEAPONS CENTER  (NWC) OPTICAL EVALUATION  FACILITY 

The NWC Optical Evaluation Facility was recently modiiied to permit 
BRDF measurements.   Of particular interest for the Round-Robin pro- 
gram were BRDF measurements at 10. 6 Mm,    The first measurements 
were made with no mirror and the detector arm swung 180 deg from its 
normal position.    A plot of minimum measurable BRDF versus angle is 
presented in Fig.   18.   Stray radiation was too high to make BRDF mea- 
surements on any Round-Robin mirrors.   Scatter measurements were 
made for mirror B-l to iUustrate the effectiveness of the stray radiation 
test.    General agreement exists between the stray radiation test and the 
BRDF data for this mirror (Fig.   18).    The peaks occurring at 2. 1, 3. 1, 
5. 7,  and 6. 5 deg were probably caused by diffraction of the beam as it ' 
reflected from the mirror surface, back through the aperture in front of 
the mirror.    The horizontal line in Fig.   18 is the minimum BRDF that 
can be measured from 7. 4 to 14 deg.    This value was measured by mak- 
ing a test run in the normal scatterometer configuration,  without a test 
mirror in place.    Detector signal for these angles resulted from laser 
energy reflected from the aperture placed just in front of the mirror. 

Stray radiation tests were next conducted using a 0. 6471-/um radi- 
ation source.    This laser has a smaller beam diameter than the CO2 
laser.    Results of the stray radiation test and BRDF measurements for 
mirrors B-l and B-2 are presented in Figs.   19 and 20.    Stray radiation 
within the system was negligible for angles past 1. 8 deg.    Agreement 
between the NWC and AEDC measurements was exceptionally good at 
this wavelength.    Note that the BRDF at 0. 9 deg for mirror B-l (Fig    19) 
and at 1 deg for mirror B-2 (Fig.  20) are very close to the system lower 
limit for these angles. 

The diffuse reflector technique (AEDC diffuser) was used to obtain 
the NWC BRDF data.    At the time of the Round-Robin measurements 
no technique had been used at NWC to calculate mirror BRDF.    The ' 
facility was used to compare scatter from different optical elements; 
thus, no data reduction was required.    However,  a form of the incident 
power method was used to make a comparison with the diffuser method 
Incident power was measured with the scanning detector swung 180 deg' 
from its normal measurement position, without a test mirror in place 
The laser beam was nominally 1-mm diameter at the l/»2 power point's- 
therefore, not all of the laser energy was collected by the scanning de- ' 
Sector (detector size was 2 by 0. 5 mm) when peak detector signal was 
obtained.    An equivalent detector voltage for the incident power mea- 
surement was calculated by adding the peak detector signal to twice the 
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*7J     l  ?' Ju      «^ivaleat detector signal was used for V. to Eq    (1) 

^e dSu»; rÄr^ H
BRDF

 
VaIUeS 0btained b^ this -^thod and( ^ tue diffuse reflector method agreed to within 15 percent (Ref. 4). 

6.6    HONEYWELL SYSTEMS AND  RESEARCH CENTER (HS&RC) 

A 5 ^1%°' HS&RC BRDF measure^ts for mirrors B-l, B-2, 

HsiRCBRDFTataT86^111^8-   10'   ^  13'  ^ 14'  -s^ectively. 
the AEDC dafa   ^th r apprOXlmately ^ «ame angular dependence as 

^T^^w^™^*^ Tfldata for mirror A-6- A pnr- ■onux' measurements at 2 and 3 deg are very close to th« 
fed M "f SUr7e"ts f°r 'h°^ angles.   However, a step change occur- 
red at 4 deg and continued for the 5- and 6-deg measurements     It 

LO-noise ratio was only one. ^J-ö"«^. 

Percent deviation of the HS&RC BRDF data from the AFnr H.f   * 
mirrors B-l    B-2    A-R    ^^H A   e 

Ud-Ld-^om tne Aü.DC data for 
HS^RP n»TW J * ' ', 6 are Presented in Table 7.    The highest 
S Is^RP H + 

Wer! 118 PerCent above the ^DC data/and the low 
est HS&RC data were -53 percent below the AEDC data.    THs is abou^ 
a factor of two above and below the AFnr Hot.      A 

tween the HS&RC and AEDC Zta for S^W     . age dl£vjatlon be- 
45 percent (HS&RC data above AEDC ^ta) " ^ """"^ 

highe^tha"AEDcTa^^H^ ^ f^*8 fr0m SpeCUl- ^ —h 

fh* .«.« i   T8 aelinition.    Zero angle was defined as the uisle when 

wLnThe ^      "/" " the Center 0f the Collecting --re.  a^'ure 
t^eTm    *mom*i** was rotated to make the one degree m^ement 
the collecting angle was from 0. 13 to 1  87 des     At 0  nn^   ^    T   ' 
of the collecting mirror aperture was l^s thfn 1 mm fromlhe L'tefof 

^^r^f the ^^^r^^r ^ ^^ 
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The diffuse reflector method is used at HS&RC to calculate mirror 
BRDF.    The HS&RC diffuse reflector was 240 grit sandpaper, with an 
evaporated gold overcoating.    Radiometer signal obtained when using 
this diffuser was the same as when the AEDC diffuser was used; there- 
fore, there was no difference between the AEDC and HS&RC data re- 
duction techniques. 

6.7    PERKIN-ELMER (P-E) 

Results of Perkin-Elmer BRDF measurements for mirrors B-l 
and B-2 are presented in Figs.   10 and 11, respectively.    Perkin-Elmer 
data show the same angular dependence as the AEDC data.    Percent 
deviation of the Perkin-Elmer data from the AEDC data for the above 
two mirrors is presented in Table 8.    The percent deviation for mirror 
B-l was -51 percent; whereas,  percent deviation for mirror B-2 was 
+35 percent.    Average deviation between the Perkin-Elmer and AEDC 
data for both mirrors was only -8 percent. 

Scatter data could not be taken using the "super polished" aluminum 
mirrors because of the stray radiation in the Perkin-Elmer scatterom- 
eter.    Stray radiation was measured with the detector arm swung 18C 
deg from its normal position,  with the detector viewing the converging 
mirror.    Results of this measurement are presented in Fig.  21.    Data 
recorded during the Round-Robin program were slightly higher than 
stray radiation data reported by Perkin-Elmer in late 1972.    This is 
probably because the converging mirror has become dirtier in the 
interim.   Results of BRDF measurements for mirror A-13 are also 
presented in Fig,  21.   The high values of BRDF for this mirror results 
from stray radiation within the scatterometer.    The data for mirror 
A-13 are lower than the system data because the test mirror reduces 
the detector field of view of the converging mirror. 

Another problem associated with the Perkin-Elmer facility is the 
laboratory environment.    The scatterometer is located in a fairly dirty 
room, and the converging mirror and test mirror are exposed to the 
room environment.    Even if the stray radiation within the scatterometer 
were drastically reduced, the scatterometer could still not measure 
mirrors with a BRDF below nominally 5 x lO-6, because the test mirror 
becomes contaminated before the BRDF measurements could be made. 

Mirror BRDF presented in this report was calculated using the dif- 
fuser method of Section 5. 2.    Mirror BRDF is normally calculated at 
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Perkin-Elmer by the incident power method (Section 5  1   Eq    (1)) 
Incident power is measured with a power meter, and scattered power 

S ^kT-Elmer. tt cÄ deteCt0r-    ^ ^^nfsTerforZZ at rerkm Elmer, the calibrations supplied by the vendor of each instm 
ment are assumed correct.    Collection BoUd angle is the fetector area 
divided by its distance from the test mirror     Mirror UrS   iLu 

^rr^23 percent bei0"that ^"^^ rLT^:z 
7.0 CONCLUDING  REMARKS 

ties fnfar^Dc'w^6"111,6111611!8 ^ * the SeVen P-ticipating facüi- 

sMlrZ^ZT   ^ agreement betWeen measurements was ct siderably better when the average deviation from all mirrors m«iJmL 
at each faculty was considered.    Average deviation b^sed on ^mirror 
measurements at each faculty varied from -22 to +45 percent     ^s-s 
considered exceptional agreement for BRDF measurements   Ld^uci 

thfjLf Vshor/b3 0f .Tr^6 Variati0n 0f --suTemLrlret 
Round Rnh P01nted OUt that the ^atterometers used for the 
past     MostinofrTSUrTentS Were n0t ^ the Same configuration as in the past.    Most of the systems had undergone several modifications     Thl 

of thinr^VV1118 rePOrt repreSent the State of scafteromSter Irt as 

scatterometer measurements. e State 0f the ^ of 

i 1 
1 1 
1 
1 
t i 1 
1 _. 

. ■■■ 

1 .= 
1 1 
1 
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Germanium Window 
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«i 

Folding Mirror 

Test Mirror 

Radiometer Platform 
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Attenuators 
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Helium Neon Laser 

Carbon Dioxide Laxer 

Figure 1.    Block diagram of AEDC  10.6-Mm scatterometer. 
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CO2 Laser 
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Aperture 
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Radiometer 

Helium Neon Laser 

Figure 2.     Block diagram of HRC  10.6-Mm scatterometer. 

CO2 Laser 
\ 

Aperture 

Test Mirror 

Chopper V^- ** Radi ometer 

Figure 3.    Block diagram of Rl  10.6-Mm scatterometer. 
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Figure 4.    Block diagram of Aerospace 10.6-/Lim scatterometer. 
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AP-1 
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Note 1. 
2, 
3. 
4. 
5. 

Mrror l'l  ^ ^l^  OUt 0f Position ***  alignment Mxrror M-3 is a toroidal focusing mirror 

n^rr M'n ^onver^ the beam to the ft  sample. 
Detector D-l is used for BRDF measurements. 
Detector D-2 is used to monitor laser energy 

Figure 5.    Block diagram of Hughes aircraft 10.6-Mm scatterometer. 
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CO2 Laser Test 
Mirror 

Chopper Enclosure 

^—Folding Mirror M-l 

-<$- 

HeNe Laser 

Folding 
Mirror 
M-2 

Detector 

Spherical 
Mirror 

Attenuator 
Holder 

Figure 7.    Block diagram of HS&RC 10.6-Mm scatterometer. 
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AEDC-TR-75-68 

■M-2 

Note:  1. 
2. 

Test 
Mirror 

'^—Detector 

3. 

Mirror M-l is a toroidal focusing mirror. 
Mirror M-2 converges the beam toward the 
test mirror. 
Mirror M-3 folds scattered energy onto the 
detector. 

Figure 8.    Block diagram of Perkin-Elmer 10.6-jum scatterometer. 
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(1) Main Beam 

(2) Stray Ray 

CO2 Laser 
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Edge Mask (Section View) 

CO2 Laser 

(D  Main Beam 
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Fioure 9     Q. \   Mirr0r ^^ reflection 
F-gure 9.    Sources of stray radiation in a typical scatterometer. 
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Radiation Shield- 

CO2 Laser 

-Test Mirror 

Mirror Holder 
Radiometer 

c.    Specular beam reflection from radiometer holder 
Figure 9.    Concluded. 
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Figure 10.    BRDF of mirror SN B-l  (10.6 fim). 
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Figure 11.    BRDF of mirror SN B-2 (10.6 um). 
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Figure 12.    BRDF of mirror SN B-3 (10.6 ßm). 
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Figure 13.    BRDF of mirror SN A-5 (10.6 Mm). 
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Figure 14.    BRDF of mirror SN A-6 (10.6 m) 
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Figure 15.    BRDF of mirror SN A-8 (10.6 /xm). 
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Figure 16.    BRDF of mirror SN A-9 (10.6 Mm). 
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Figure 17.    BRDF of mirror SN A-13 (10.6 jum). 
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Figure 18.    NWC 10.6-Mm background radiation. 
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Figure 19.    BRDF of mirror SN B-1  (visible). 
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Figure 20.    BRDF of mirror SN B-2 (visible). 
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Figure 21.    Perkin-Elmer 10.6-/im background radiation. 
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1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

Table 1.    Participating Facilities 

Honeywell Radiation Center 
No.   2 Forbes  Road 
Lexington,   Mass. 

Contacts: John Nizney 
Mike Circio 
Dexter Wang 

Aerospace Corporation 
Los Angeles,   California    90009 

Contacts: Robert Charapetier 
Harold Miller 

Rockwell  International 
3370 Miraloma Ave. 
Anaheim,   California    92803 

Contact:     J.   Doidge 

Hughes Aircraft Company 
Culver City,   California 

Contact:     Dr.   S.   R.   Scheele 

Michelson Laboratory 
Naval Weapons Center 
China Lake,   California 

Contact:  Dr. H. E, 

93555 

Bennett 

Perkin-Elmer Corporation 
77 Danbury Road 
Wilton, Connecticut  06897 

Contact:  Tony Ledger 

Honeywell Systems and Research Center 
2600 Ridgeway Parkway 
Minneapolis, Minn.  55413 

Contact:  Dr. R. Heinisch 
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Table 2.    Percent Deviation between HRC and AEDC 
BRDF Data (10.6 /im) 

Mirror 
No. 

B-l 
B-2 
B-3 
G-l 
G-2 
G-3 
A-2 
A-5 
A-6 
A-7 
A-8 
A-9 
A-ll 
A-12 

No. of Data 
Points 

8 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
7 
8 
7 
6 
8 
7 

10 
7 

Average Deviation 
 (percent) 

- 6 
34 
22 
58 
67 
36 

- 3 
7 
4.3 

-15 
38 
41 
37 
17 

Average deviation for all mirrors = 24% 

Table 3.    Percent Deviation between  Rl  and AEDC 
BRDF  Data (10.6 urn) 

Mirror 
No. 

No.   of  Data 
Points 

B-l 
B-2 
A-5 

Average Deviation 
 (percent) 

11 
11 

3 

- 41 
104 

- 4.3 

Average  deviation  for  all mirrors 20% 

Table 4.    Percent Deviation between Aerospace 
and AEDC BRDF Data (10.6 fim) 

Mirror 
No. 

No.   of  Data 
Points 

B-l 
B-2 
B-3 
A-5 
A-8 

Average  Deviation 
 ^percent) 

11 
11 
11 

3 
3 

40 
12 

-39 
74 

3 

Average deviation for all mirrors = 30% 
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Table 5.    Percent Deviation between Hughes and 
AEDC BRDF Data (10.6 /zm) 

Mirror 
No. 

B-l 
B-2 
A-5 
A-6 
A-13 

No, of Data 
Points 

Average Deviation 
 (Percent) 

13 
13 
7 
7 
2 

- 62 
- 21 
- 51 
- 32 
+ 54 

Average deviation for all m irrors  = -22% 

Table 6.    IMWC Total Scatter Measurements 
(4 to 80 deg) 

Sample Wavelength Total Scatter 
Quartz 4762 

5208 
5682 
6471 

6.98 
6.00 
6.00 
4.80 

X 
X 
X 
X 

10-4 
10-4 

10-4 
B-l 4762 

5208 
5682 
6471 

0.3 
0.36 
0.47 
0.44 

B-2 4762 
5208 
5682 
6471 

0.19 
0.22 
0.28 
0.24 

A-13 4762 
5208 
5682 
6471 

1.65 
8.40 
9.40 
9.40 

X 
X 
X 
X 

1Cr5 ID"5 

io-5 

io-5 

' 
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Table 7.    Percent Deviation between HS&RC and 
AEDC BRDF Data (10.6 Mm) 

Mirror                No.   of Data     Average  Deviation 
No.                        Points                   (percent) 

B-l                                 11                            -   53 
B-2                                 11                                 12 
A-5                                   4                               118 

1 

A-6                                    5                               103 

Average  deviation  for all mirrors   = 45% 

1 
1 

1 

Table 8.    Percent Deviation between Perkin-Elmer 
and AEDC BRDF Data (10.6 Mm) 

Mirror         No.   of  Data              Average  Deviation 
No.                    Points                             (percent) 

B-l                           13                                   -51 

B-2                           13                                   +35 

Average  deviation  for all mirrors  =  -8% 

1 
« 

• 
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NOMEMCLATURE 

K 

R 

T 

VD 

Vi 

Vs 

0 

PD 

Pm 

n 

Radiometer sensitivity,  w/cm   v 

Incident power on mirror, w 

Scattered power from mirror surface, collected by radiom- 
eter, w 

Radiometer responsivity, v/w 

Transmission of attenuators 

Detector voltage with radiometer viewing diffuse reflector, v 

Detector voltage with radiometer viewing incident laser 
beam, v 
Detector voltage with radiometer viewing reflected laser 
beam, v 
Detector voltage from scattered radiation from mirror, v 

Radiometer angle measured from the specularly reflected 
beam, deg 

Reflectivity of diffuse reflector 

Reflectivity of test mirror 

Radiometer acceptance solid angle, sr 
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